Further to the break in last weekend, DEECD has approved the installation of additional sensors in the new hallway and the security being extended to the kitchen at no cost to the school. It is hoped this work will be completed this week.

**Year P– 2**
Clancy McLaughlin - For continually working hard and trying his best in all areas of his learning. Well done.

**Year 3- 6**
Tahlia Watts - For her interesting and imaginative writing in 77 words.

The Fathers Day stall will be held tomorrow Wednesday 3rd September. The stall will have gifts between $2.50 and $6.00.

Congratulations to the following students

Melissa Salmon - 125 nights
Keira Watts - 150 nights

Most year 3– 6 students will be travelling to Bendigo to participate in the Athletics Sports on Monday 8th September. Several parents have indicated that they will be travelling to Bendigo and taking their child(ren). Some have offered to take other students. Meagan and John will contact all families with children going to the sports this week to ascertain their preferred travel arrangements. We will send the permission forms home when we complete the travel arrangements.

We will once again be conducting a Cake Stall at the Bolinda Fair on Sunday 14th September. Parents are asked to bake something delicious and bring to school on the morning of the fair.

On Wednesday 10th of September we will be involved in the formulation of our new Strategic Plan. This is the educational direction we will steer the school for the next four years. This was discussed with parents at the parent forum on the 6th August and School Council. It focusses on improving student outcomes in specific areas. It will be led by our reviewer Geoff Emmett from Valad Solutions along with two peer reviewers. We choose the peer reviewers and have chosen Loren Peavey assistant principal at Sunbury Primary School and Susan Little formally a leading teacher at Romsey Primary School. Both bring a wealth of knowledge and experience in schools. Kari Males as School Council President as well as Meagan, Meg and John will also attend. Miss Lee our French teacher and an emergency teacher will supervise the students for the day. Please see John if you require any further information or have any questions or suggestions.

We have a large amount of second hand uniform in very good condition. This Friday we are going to sell these items before and after school for $5.00 each.

Happy birthday to Tahlia for Friday. We hope you have a great day.

Year three and five students who completed the Naplan test will receive their results today. Should any parents require any further explanation, please see John. Overall our results were excellent.

We have accepted a quote to install new carpet in the Library next week. We need parents to help us
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